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Screenwriter and director - Puvarasam Pipi | Sillukaruppatti and amp; Eilai on Netflix| Singles - PPKV on Amazon. And here - from my collection #19 - seaside legends - Monolith and Finale. - And here, finally, I watched the first episode of the historical series "Admiral". This version did not have my favorite Poohhaung, but my t / s had my favorite music (well, you know how much I love music for different films), and the series itself did not have to be stretched for two seasons - a very suitable film in such a short time, not like some. Cinema news: -
Watching "The Flying Dutchman", of course, is not interesting for the second time, but "Waterloo Bridge" - fresh, life-affirming - I really liked it. Well, I also liked the film about John Harington (the old one, of course, but it's better). - Oh yes, "Legend of Autumn" is our everything! You just have to wait for the views to once again appreciate the beauty of this series. And yes, Melanie Reynolds played beautifully in the series, definitely her merit. Another interesting news that somehow reminded me of the "Servant of the People", as I had not seen him for

a long time... And a few more news, almost spoilers, but suddenly someone has already watched ... - I watched the trailer of the film "Anna Karenina", where Vronsky plays Putin, well, or not, I'll clarify again - he still plays himself, but for some reason in modern scenery - and it's really very exciting. Briefly, the film consists of three stories. The first story is the story of Anna (Cate Blanchett), who lost her husband and son, met Lev Nikolaevich and went with him to the village (Louis Garrel), where they live together in the estate and continue to resolve
issues that were resolved when he was alive. The second story is about Lena, who, by the will of fate, loses her child and goes to the city in search of understanding and love. The third story is the love story of Anna, who is now married to Vronsky. All stories with events before and after what we see on the screen, they take place in the 19th century. And all of them - the first and second parts of "Anna Karenina" - are very strong and touching. Well, personally, I n
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